Abstract -We modify the problem studied by Merhav and Arikan of discrete memoryless source encrypted messages guessing by wiretapper within given distortion level A in the case of Shannon cipher system. The security of the system is measured by the expected number of guesses of a wiretapper needed for the reconstruction of the source messages on the base of cryptograms. The main modification is consideration of the distortion and reliability criteria and of possibility to limit the number of guesses.
I. INTRODUCTION AND FORMULATION OF RESULT
Encrypted messages of a discrete memoryless stationary source must be communicated by a public channel to a legitimate receiver, which has access to a common key-vector independent of source messages (see Fig. ) . The key-vector is transmitted to encrypter and to decrypter by the special secure channel protected against wiretappers. The transmitter encrypts the source message with key-vector and sends a cryptogram over a public channel to a legitimate receiver which based on the cryptogram and key-vector recovers the original message by the decryption function. The wiretapper that eavesdrop a public channel aims to decrypt the original source message in the framework of given distortion and reliability on the base of cryptogram, source statistic and encryption function. The problem is to determine the minimum of the maximal (over all possible encryption functions) limit and expected numbers of sequential guesses until the satisfactory message will be found.
The guessing problem was first considered by Massey [ 11.
The guessing problem subject to fidelity criterion was consid- 
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